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By Theresa Breslin

FLORIS BOOKS, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Matthew Land (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book. The Dragon Stoorworm was the very first, very worst dragon
that ever lived. It was ginormous: almost as big as the whole of Scotland! The King of Scotland
called for warriors to defeat the terrible dragon and save his daughter, the Princess Gemdelovely,
from being eaten. But none who faced the dragon ever returned, until. Gentle Assipattle is no
warrior, but maybe together, he and Princess Gemdelovely can free Scotland from the wrath of the
Dragon Stoorworm. A lively retelling of the traditional Scottish folk tale of the Dragon Stoorworm
(or Mester Stoor Worm), which explains the origins of Scotland s many islands, adapted for a young
audience. Award-winning author Theresa Breslin s story unfolds with wry humour while Matthew
Land s magical illustrations capture the fairy-tale beauty of Scotland. The Dragon Stoorworm is one
of the first titles released in the new Picture Kelpies: Traditional Scottish Tales range of picture
books that bring classic Scottish folk and fairy tales to life for young children.
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ReviewsReviews

It in a of the best publication. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading through period of time. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you request me).
-- Dr. Pat Hegmann-- Dr. Pat Hegmann

It in one of my favorite publication. It is among the most awesome publication i have go through. I am just quickly will get a delight of reading through a
published publication.
-- Prof. Martin Zboncak DVM-- Prof. Martin Zboncak DVM
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